Aspects of ancient Greek vase painting

Friday 12 April, 2019, Uppsala University, Engelska Parken, room 2-1024

Our visiting scholar Judy Barringer, professor of Greek art and archaeology at Edinburgh University, will lead a master class on ancient Greek vase painting on Friday, April 12. Her introductory talk will explore recent approaches to Greek vase painting, followed by shorter presentations by scholars and students working on different aspects of this topic. There will be plenty of time for discussion between the presentations.

10.00-10.15  Introduction (GUNNEL EKROTH)

10.15-11.00  JUDY BARRINGER (Edinburgh University): Recent approaches to Greek vase painting

11.00-11.30  Coffee

11.30-12.00  MAŠA DIZDAR (Stockholm University): Non-Greek attributes in Greek vase paintings

12.00-12.30  FELICIA WIKBLAD (Uppsala University): Phallos: big, small, winged or even with eyes

12.30-13.30  Lunch

13.30-14.00  EVA RYSTEDT (Lund University): To amuse by way of form

14.00-14.30  GUNNEL EKROTH (Uppsala University): Devious dining. Red meat on red-figure vases

14.30-15.00  Concluding discussion

All are cordially welcome! No registration in advance

For questions, contact Gunnel Ekroth (gunnel.ukroth@antiken.uu.se)